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February is American Heart Month!
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WITH YOU
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Washington Birthday
— SPECIAL —

I

Thurs. - Fri. - Sat.

MEN'S INSULATED
RUBBER BOOTS
$3.22 pair
Check Other Red Hot Specials

Raibsoad Saaaq•
Lake Si- - Fulton, Ky.

Car Hits House,
Kentucky Girls
Seriously Hurt

..wissw.r•

Fln,TON. KENTUCKY

Two high school girls, both
residents of the Hickman, Ky.,
area, were seriously injured
about 11 p. m. Friday when their
car ran out of control on Kentucky
Highway 94, west of Hickman,
and crashed into a house.
Janet Ballard, 17, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Ballard of
the Brownsville community, remained unconscious today in

•

Introducing Our New Deluxe Service -

SPECIAL Hand Cleaning
for your finest clothes
• Carefully cleaned in clean solvent
• Each cleaned separately, and alone
• Specially packaged on life-size forms
for delivery

Obion County General Hospital.
Her mother said the girl suffered a severe concussion and
lacerations on the front and side
of her head. Her condition was
undetermined.
The other girl was identified
as Brenda George,also 17,daughter of Mr. and Mrs.Doyle George
of near Hickman. She suffered
a pelvic fracture, the fracture
of bones in the left hand and a
number of lacerations.
Fulton County Sheriff Buck
Menees said Miss Ballard was
driving west on the highway when
the late model Mercury ran off
the read on the south side and
slammed into the porch of the
house owned by Doc White. The
car was heavily damaged and
damage to the house was described as "considerable."
Both girls are students at
Fulton County High School at
Hickman.
Mrs. Ballard said her daughter was driving Miss George to
her home when the accident occurred.

• •••
Our special Hand Cleaning is absolutely the finest individual attention your

GET A SLICE Of THE SAVINGS

WASHINGTON'S BIRTHDAY

special garments can be given. A trial
will convince you; please le us show
youl

ri

8 ft. 6" x 11 ft. 6"
Tweeds & solid colors
Regularly $24.88

South Fulton
201 West State Line
1 -Hour Cleaning - 1-Day Shirt Service - Modern Cold Storage

$18.22
•

•

CASA MIA
•

In Rome in the Piazza of Augustus Caesar's tomb there is a
famous restaurant called Alfredo's. The fame of Alfredo's is based
on one particular specialty, Fettaccine All' Alfredo. This homemade fettaccine is ribbons of egg pasta, tossed with lumps of butter and a special cheese.

In Celebration of our Second Anniversary

can
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This week Fettaccine All' Alfredo and other specialties, in addition to our regular Italian menu, will be available.
We would also like to take this opportunity to thank our many
friends and customers who have helped make this another cue
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Room Size Rugs

- DRIVE-IN WINDOW SERVICE 479-2525
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HAPPY DAY CLEANERS

year for us.
We hope that our name change hasn't confused you, but we feel
that Casa Mia (my house in Italian) is a more fitting name foi
us.
Let us help you plan your next dinner party at the Casa Ilia

•

OPEN SUNDAY 11 a. m. to 10 p. m.
Tuesday thru Saturday 4 p. m. to 10 p. m.

•

•

CASA MIA RESTAURANT
(Former H;ckory House)
- in Hickory, Kentucky

U. S. 45, five miles north of Mayfield
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For Infants

52c
Perma-Press
Pants
92c

cesstul

•
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Knit Shirts

DON'T MISS
HYDROSTA C
OPEN
HOUSE

of

Baby Blankets
92c
CLOSEOUT ON
Children's Wear!
See our Special
Assortment at bargain
prices!

Ben Franklin
Lake

Fulton

THE NEWS =
Of interest to Homemakers

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 20, 1969

TWO MINUTES 1/17)1
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CHICAGO, ILLINOIS 60633
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WHO'S TO BLAME?

This writer was a hit irked to inals and esti' blame the '
wad the following paragiaph in fin
making it impossible for the
one of our kading newspapers:
criMilial to act! It is a shame that
"Professional thines and joy• we hate to lock our
'
rars
ride-happy teen-agers are not to possible theft-and it is a stigma on
blame for most auto thefts. It's true our society. Some judges don't see it
that they are the ones who do the that was. but Cod does. Read
stealing-but the careless motorist Romans 212:
must lwar the blame. . .
When
-Rot we are sine that tlic Pule •mu in use cars shoalti lx- locked." »lent of (Mil is at colding to with
lust think this dnysigh: Mort- against those whosuch
al:in 1.000 cars stolen csers day things."
ii
gi
the nation, but those
IV( was all lk grateful, ti gh,
who steal them Should not be that it usa the Sens' justice-as well
blamed - the owners should be as the lose-of (mil. that taity.il
blamed for not making it impos- Mtn to take tat Mussel( Issititan
sible for the thief to steal his cat! form and /IIIV fill 0111 sins at Cal.
Sian has always been quick to sari. Gisti calllll oseilook.
set
shift die blame from himself. Adam lie loses the sillllcr. This is wits lie
said to God: "It's not ons fault: it's poid for all our sins at Calsats.
that V.oman you Rase mv." Fie and this. too, is why we may tam
said: 71)on't blame Me. The serpent ht. "justified freely In 'His grace.
deceised me." and es t.,. since, the
the redemp
that is in
des entlenta of the lint.comilc base Christ Jesus" (Rout.
liven adept at shifting the blame. .
"Relic-se on the Lord Jesus Christ,
But now it's getting so that the and ii
shalt lw sayed" t.ktis
iiiurts defend and protect the trim - IG:311

First District KFWC
Holds Board Meeting
The First District Kentucky
Federation of Women's Clubs
winter board meeting was held
at Village Inn, Gilbertsville,
with Mrs. I. A. Gilson, governor,
presiding. Mrs. Ralph Golden,
president of Clinton Woman's
Club, gave the devotional.
Mrs. J. W. Jones, president of
the hostess club, Hazel Woman's
Club, welcomed the clubwomen.
State officers attending and
reporting were Mrs. Malcolm
Cross, third vice president; Mrs.
B. H. Green, treasurer; Mrs.
C. C. Lowry, immediate past
president and chair man of
trustees.
Officers were Mrs. George E.
Winn, vice governor, Mrs. Don
Kellar. recording secretary, and
Mrs. Paul Holland Jr., Junior director. State chairmen reporting
were Mrs. George Winn, conservation chairman, and Mrs.
J. I. Hosick, GFWC magazine
chairman.
Mrs. Paul Holland Jr., reported that a class in "Understanding Economics" will start
soon as arrangements are completed. This is a project spearheaded by the Kentucky Chamber of Commerce. It was announced the spring contest will
be March 8 at the J. U. Kevil
Mental Retardation Center in
Mayfield.
Mrs. Don Kellar, First District recording secretary and
president of the Murray Worn-

Buick's Opel...

an's Club, extended an invitation to all clubs in the First
District to attend inter club
meeting March 26 with Mrs.
Oscar C. Sowards, KFWC president, as the guest speaker.

Charles La Fate Smith, retired
()Won County farmer and a resident of Hickman for 25 years,
died Saturday at his home. He
was 92.
Services were held at 2 p. m.
Mondayin the white-Ranson Funeral Home memorial chapel. The
Rev. J. V/. Abney, pastor of the
West Hickman Baptist Church.
officiated.
Burial followed in
Antioch Cemetery, near crystal.
Mr. Smith was born Sept. 9,
1876 in Obion County, son of the
late John R. and Mrs. Nancy
Neal Smith, and spent most of
his life in Obion County. His
first wife, airs. Pinky Hudson
Smith, died in 1939.
He leaves his second wife,
Mrs. Edna Webb Smith of Hickman; a son, Douglas H. Smith of
Peoria,
two daughters, Mrs.
Gladys Morris of St. Louis, Mo.,
and Mrs. Charlene Williamson of
Knoxville, Iowa; a half-sister,
Mrs. Lizzie
Elgin of East
Prarle, Mo.; eight grandchildren, 20 great-grandchildren and
three
great-great-grandchildren.

NEW - Firestone, Goodrich, General Tires
u.mow.1
These were exchanged off new
cars for new Goodyear tires

ANY SIZE

$18."

CHARLES R. BENNETT
GOODYEAR DISTRIBUTOR
Fourth

Street, Fulton

Come Early! Enjoy a fine dinner
and dance at

THE CELLAR
Where You Can

1
\ 41 IiN e"

DINE AND DANCE

141

From 4 P.M. to 12 Midnight
onn Eno me mis
— FEATURING
Billy Stem, drums,
"'The Classics" Trio
Herb Cathey Sax;
Saturday Night February 22. Jerry Felts,
Organ

(51.00 Per Person Cover)
LOCATED AT

PARK TERRACE

Restaurant

Martin Highway

Mttel

South Fulton

Gift Shop

USED FURNITURE AND
NEW --- Slightly Damaged
DR. W. EDWARD HOBBS

Former Mayfield
Man Takes Over
Chemist's Post
INDIANAPOLIS, Ind.—W. Edward Hobbs, Ph.D., has joined
'Eli Lilly and Co. as a senior
organic chemist at the Tippecanoe Laboratories.
Dr. Hobbs attended St. Joseph
High School in Mayfield, Ky. He
received his Bachelor of Science
degre in chemistry from Murray
In 1962. The University of Louisvilel granted his Master of Science degree in 1965 and Doctor
of Philosophy degree in 1969. His
major was organic chemistry.
Dr. Hobbs is a member of the
American Chemical Society and
Lambda Upsilon, chemistry
recognition society.
He and his family live at 37
Kohl Court, Lafayette, Ind.
Dr. Hobbs's mother, Mrs. Paul
Hobbs, lives in Paducah, Ky.
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Smith Services Held

Three-shelf book case, maple
Two-shelf book case, walnut
Walnut coffee table
Mahogany coffee table

$15.00
15.00
3.60
3.60
15.00
65.00
200.00
42.00
33.95
8.49
11.49

(3) Electric heaters, each
Used electric range
Whirlpool refrigerator, 12-d
Swivel rocker
Early American love seat
P-520 pole lamp
PE-917 Pole lamo
Whirlpool wringer washer, repossessed,

like new
Wringer washer, used
Used RCA television
Used Motorola television

134.95
69.95
40.00
15.00

GM Discount Furniture
4th and Ky.Ayes. Fulton, Ky.
lammemswormew
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AT YOUR

INTERNATIONAL DEALER
IN See Hydrostatic Drive-the greatest single
advance in farm tractors ever. Any speed,
9 in reverse to 20 mph forward. Every speed
at full engine power for more productivity.
II Register for the drawing - International
Hydrostatic 544 Tractor given FREE to some
lucky farmer
• come and see
your friends and neighbors.

We'll be looking for you

The Thrifty
Way to Go!
Some cars are big on economy—short on looks.
Not Buick's Opel. It offers high style,
thrifty performance and a ride that's smooth
as silk. Result? An all-round performer
that's sure to delight you. We have a limited
number of previously owned Opel Sedans and
Station Wagons that are priced to please.
Each carries our Double Check insignia, the

Sign of Confidence. Come in and select your

• THE WEEK OF FEBRUARY 24th

Nailing Implement Company
314 Walnut

Fulton

472-1803

Fulton, Ky.

472-2466

8 Opels Now In Inventory
lit

Dist to serve Ike former

For fast take-out use our Drive-in Window/I

JACK'S TWINBURGER
Regular
Price 50c

340

"Your Opel Dealer"

*so

All Flavors (No Limit)
it-THICK MILK SHARES
Reg. 24c, 12-oz.

Taylor Chevrolet - Buick,Inc.

Fri. - Sat.
Feb. 21-22
ONLY!

140
DAIRY QUEEN OF

Reg. 34c, 20-oz.

240
SOUTH

FULTON

-Martin Highway, South Fulton Owned operated by W. H. Heath & Sons-

Purely Personal: Movie you
can skip without missing a
thing: "The Killing of Sister
George". . .a good way to be
a good citizen: donate blood
. .there's been a national shortage in recent weeks, and if a
Red Cross blood donor unit is
near you, please do your share
.the Federal Trade Commission has rapped the grocery and
oil companies and their giveaway games, declaring that distribution of winning tickets was
manipulated in cases studied,
and that ads ertising often exaggerated the odds in favor of
winning prizes.. .Major Points
long has campaigned against
these promotional contests, in
which the chances of winning a
prize are remote. .have you
heard about the new Give a
Jogger a Ride Club?...and
here's a classified ad front the
Marysville, Cal., Appeal-Democrat: "Will the Peeping Toni
frequenting the back yard of
1125 Arthur St. please close the
door when leasing? You are
allowing the watch dog to
escape."

Holiday Inn,

m. until 2 p. m.
you can eat.

All

MURRAY, Ky.—Murray State;
Jniversity will offer 53 evening
and Saturday classes during the

r********************

***

*
*
*

FABRIC SPECIAL!
I BONDED KNITS _ _ $2.98 yd.

*
*

*
*
*

Regularly $3.98; 50-60 inches wide

*
*

*

i BATES COTTON $1.19 yd.

*
*
*
*
*
*

:
45 inches wide; trim to match
*
*
*

*
*
*
*
*
* Terry*
*
* By
*
*
Cannon; 45 inches wide
*
*
*
70 inches Wide;

regularly $4.98

spring semester, up from 42 a
year ago, according to Dr. William G. Nash, vice president for
academic affairs.
Courses are planned in the
fields of agriculture, art, business, education, Englis h,
French, history, industrial education, physical education, psychology, Spanish and speech.
The greatest selections are in
the areas of business, education
and psychology.
Four art classes will meet
twice a week. Monday and Wed
nesday evenings.
More than half the classes are
open to graduate students only
and all but two may be counted
for graduate credit. Information
about classes is available at the
s
',
registrar's office at Murray
State.

TR-,4V EL VIGNETTE
Longs jaw, Wash.—. This thriving community on theColumbia,
River was my home town foo
13 years...and still remains
"back home" to me despite
my long stay in Chicago. Longview is a planned city, begun
********
in 1923 according to a master
blueprint provided by R.A.
Long of the Long-Bell Lumber
Co., now part of International
98 yd.
e-52
d
w
Paper Co. The Weyerhaeuser
inuck.i
Company has the world's largest
sawmills here.. .and during the
summer offers conducted tours
gr.
8WOLS,r"c"
i
—takeyourl
for guests. There is wonderful
5
fishing for salmon and steelValues tos
•
*
head, not only in the Columbia
but in the nearby Cowlitz.
*
K alama, Toutle and Lewis
*
*
Risers. Less than an hour's
*
*
* drise away is beautiful Mt. St.
*
Helens, with lovely Spirit Lake
*
I479.1922
* at its feet. And stretching westward from Longview is the pic*
*
* turesque Ocean Reach Highway,
*
* leading to the Pacific Ocean
*
* hi•aches only /SO miles away.
*
1 he Pacific Northwest sisitor
"Quality fabrics from the world's finest mills" * well
*
can make his headquarters
*
* 701 Broadway (Martin Highway) South Fulton: m I ongsiew for three days or
more of v. oridertul sightseeing.

*

*
*
*
*

4,

-
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Afew

Sweet clean air from cast to west
And room to go and come.
I loved my fellow man the best
When he was scattered some.
— A. J. FInnell

FRI,SAT.- SUN. — MB.21 - 22 - 23
DOUBLE — HANK WILLIAMS

"A TIME
TO SING
l'A Ti AV1

MC/COI OH
,
ION ‘MT

•

TI-IS STORY Of
'tit ....MORTAL
1,A.1,41( WILLIAMS

CeOrie HAMILTON Susan OLIVER
Red BUTTONS Olio 0 CONNEL

University To Offer 53
Night, Saturday Classes

Sunday buffet,

:
*

BOISE—(Dear Pointers)—
Here'S a bit of poetry I found
above the counter of a mountain-top cafe neat here:

,ruse the drama, art, music and comthe schrjol. It will'
munications departn.ents. The university library is at the
left background and the six-story education building in the
upper right. One corner of the university 2,500-seat auditorium is at the right.

CAMPUS CAVITY—From this yawning, 25-foot-deep hole in
the heart of the Murray State University campus will rise
the university's new $3,640,500 addition to-the Price Doyle
Fine Arts Building. The six-story structure, which will tower over the Murray campus from a height equivalent to that
of an average I l-story building, will be one of the tallest at

11 a.

Carbon Monoxide is a great
danger at this time of year, the
Allstate Motor Club warns. Cars
with faulty mufflers and heaters
can be deadly. Never roll up
the car window fully when the
heater is on.. .make sure you
have a supply of air, in case
carbon monoxide is leaking into your auto!

ecesL tt:

rn!

NASHVILLE, Tenn.
Murray State, which jumped
into the Ohio Valley Conference
basketball lead this week, leads
the OVC in three vital statistics.
The Racers have a field goal
shooting accuracy mark of 47
per cent and also lead the
league from the free throw line
with 70 per cent. They are just
as tough on the defensive side,
holding opponents to an average
of 42 rebounds per game.
Morehead, tied with Western
Kentucky for second place in the
league, leads in scoring with 92
points per game. On defense
East Tennessee State has given
up only 71 points per game,
leading in that category.
Individually, Jim McDaniels
of Westerit continues as top
OVC pointmaker with 25.6 per
game. Lamar Green of Morehead leads with 18 rebounds per
game and Hector Blondet of
Murray is hitting a top 80 per
cent from the foul line.
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Smartly tailored. . .inner-outer bottoms or
long tails. Buttons tinted to match. Bermuda
and short-point collars. Prints, Plaids,
Solids.

***
*
*

****

NATIONAL FABRIC CENTER

Takes No Sides

TREMENDOUS
$
VALUES!
•
LATEST STYLES
•
NEWEST COLORS

MORGANTOWN, Ky.
The Civil War monument here
is the only one in the state to
honor both Northern and Southern soldiers.

"Hope" Bleached

Thursday thru Saturday
Double Feature!
*

MUSLIN

CKETS

*********************************

Reg. 35c
36 Inch

4*
4o'
;

(G)It

Swingry

HOODED

4(

Canvas Ox
ZIP FRONT
BRIGHT PRINTS* Reg. $1.44
*White

RANAVISIM, MEIROCOIDR

*Sizes 4 thru 10

Last roundup of fall and winter shoes!
Men's to $16 shoes (only a few left)
$3.00 pair
Women's, all styles, approximately 100 pairs
Values to $17.00 _
_ $2.00 - $3.00 -$4.00
Children's, values to $8
Storybook, $2 pair Red Goose $3.00 pair
All sale shoes are plainly marked.

Prices are good Friday and Saturday only

***********
*
Men's Ban-Lon

-0(

Boy's

AROUND
"REWORD
11180 DAYS

David Wien Catinflas
Vie,.Newton shileN'bane

— BROKEN SIZES — HONEST GEO. VALUES —

BAY Family Shoe Store

KNIT SHIRTS
Reg. $4.00 Short Sleeve
SIZES S. M, L, XL

*

Watch For - - - "Secret
Ceremony" "BULLITT"
and "Angel i.. My Pocket" "Lady in Cement"

men
coil
mug

Western Cut

JEANS

•

Regulars

Slims
Sanforized '
Quality.

1st.

DRESS SHEERS
IN EXCITING
FASHION SHADES

$1.66

COMPARE
504 pr.

St

to west

Come

n the best
red some.
3. Finnell

F'ATRICIA
VEAL

SUFFERED
MASSIVE
STROKES,
RECOVERED
FULLY AND
RETURNED
TO MOVIE
STARDOM
--ALL IN
3 YEARS

CLEVELAND, Ohio
"Bring it back," said the bank
officials.
"Come and get it," said Fl
Bartunek. "It was your mistake." Neither side wants to
give in.
The mistake was for $1 million.
Bartunek's tenant, Mrs. Otis
Spears, asked for a $70 money
order and a bank machine error
made it out for $1,030,070. She
didn't notice and mailed the
money order to Bartunek.
Bartunek can't cash it and
he's out the $70 rent until the
mistake is corrected. But he's
having fun flashing the big
amount to his friends and adds:
"As long as I've got the money order I feel like a million dollars."

.• „•
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The "Surrey with the Fringe
on the 'Top" was responsible for
the pneumatic
tire. The first
air-inflated tires
appeared on
this four wheeled vehicle
in 1895. The
tire manufacturer doubted that
there would ever he enough demand for the horseless carriage
to warrant the cost of dies, so he
refused to make the first air inflated tires (or the horseleas carriage until the dies were paid for.
For the complete display of the
changes that made transportation history, a visit to the Illarold
Warp Pioneer Village at Minden,
In south central Nebraska is a
must.

ROMANTIC—Designer Bill
Atkinson creates a cool and
fresh look for summer, lavishes it with row after row
of eyelet embroidered cotton. For Glen of Michigan.

Disease Killer
Nickel sulphate is used to
eradicate)rust fungus disease
that attack crops of grass grow n
for seed. efore the fungicide,
the rust fungus disease had
S,O per cent
damaged as much as .
of the crop.

Clyde Fields

Service Station

CORNER MAIN & COMMERCIAL, FULTON

Mufflers
Tailpipes
Wheel Balancing

FULTON DISCOUNT
300 West Stale Line

tv9d.
TWHITMAN'S
Y-IRST STROKE AT 39
(44.
AND
,
11(1015
v•- PASTEUR'S.
AT 46,WERE FOLLOWED
BY YEARS OF GREATEST
PRODUCTIVITY.

--- HOURS —
Monday Thru Thursday — 8 A. M. - 7: P. M.
Friday and Saturday
—
8 A M. - 8 P. M.

•,4

Prices in this ad
Good Through
Saturday, March 1

V

RESEARCH supported by your Heart Fund Is helping to
develop new methods of treating stroke and returning
patients to productive life. Among persons aged below 65,
stroke mortality rate has declined 32.8 per cent since 1949,
year of the first Heart Fund Campaign. The 1969 appeal is
being conducted throughout February .

(For Weight Watchers)

REG. $1.89

N OW— Some
WASHINGTON
day you may be able to jingle in
your pocket again a freshly
minted "cartwheel" dollar, but
it probably won't be made of
;liver.
And if you prefer the chink of
silver, you may be able to get a
real one. But it will cost you
more than SI.
Silver dollars haven't been
minted since 1935 and because
they're worth more than $1 as
collector's items the Treasury
hasn't put any into circulation
since 1964.
The House Banking Committee has received from outgoing
Treasury officials proposed legislation to allow the sale of the
three million old silver dollars
—most of them valuable Carson
City cartwheels minted in the
1890s—stored in a sealed basement vault here. Their value to
collectors has been estimated at
roughly $75 million, a windfall

the government doubtless coulo
find a way to spend.
The legislation would carry
out the recommendations of the
Joist Commission on the Coinage, and the committee is expected to take it up within the
next few weeks.
Recommendations include:
—Authorize the minting ono
again of metallic dollars. They
would be of copper-nickel composition, like the present quarters and dimes.
—Provide for sale to the public of the three million old silver dollars still held by the
Treasury. All of these have a
premium value, both because of
the increased value of silver
and because they are collectors'
item.
—Phase out production of the
last remaining new U.S. coir
containing silver. This is the 40.
per cent silver half-dollar, and
would be replaced by a copper
nickel coin.

ultra brite

A STRENGTHENED
FORMULA

e.tra strength toothpaste

Reg. 89c, Extra Large

(Mint and Regular)
Reg. $1.09 — 84c
Reg. 65c — 42c

EXTRA RICH

ANTI-PERSPIRANT
SUPER
SPRAY DEODORANT
QA,.
Reg. $1.59

%rib

FReEE osg PRIsq
prefer

Martin Senour
America's Color
Leader in
Quality Paints!
When you paint, take the advice of professionals...choose
Martin Senour! There is no finer quality paint and
Martin Senour offers you the widest selection of stylistcreated colors. Even if you've never painted before, you'll
get beautiful results with Martin Senour Paints. They flow
on easily...leave such a wonderfully smooth finish ...stay
new so much longer with such little care.
Come and visit us. We have the complete line of Martin Senour Paints
to make your home beautiful Inside and out.

ONE A DAY
VITAMINS
250 ct REG. $6.47

$3.
99

COLO 111EloEF
,o age'.
3 a,:lo,de•
Ofect,e

472.1193

100 Citizens Serve
U. C. Without Pay
One of the reasons Union City's council-city manager form
of government has been so successful since its inauguration
nine years ago may be because of the tact that so many citizens
are doing their share of the work.
Aside from the City Councilmen, who get paid the fat salary of
$10 a month, the c14, has close to 100 other citizens serving without pay In one capacity or anThe
other on 16 boards and commisrecent death of Lewis
Biarnham, chairman of Union
sions.
City's Personnel Board, has
As City Manager David Frlzleft that board with only two
Jell puts it, "We have tapped
members, Oliver
Gilliam and
the manpower resources of the
Dr. W.B. Dunlap.
community to assist us in policy
Members
of the City Beauformation and decision making of
tiful Commission are
our tit/. Aside from this great
Mrs.
Robert Wood, chairman
and
asset, with this number of unMrs. Tom Elam, Miss Virpaid employes we get a better
ginia Roper, Mrs.
Arthur
dissemination of programs and
Thompson, Mrs. Fred Goddard,
projects In the planning stage
Mrs. Arthur Stone
to the citizens, and the people
Mrs.
Yandell and Y.L. Glover
know what is going on in their
ID.
city government."
Members of the Union
City
Mr. Frizzell went on to sugBoard of Zoning Appeals are
gest that the general
public
Sum Carpenter, chairman, Milcontact members of the various
ton Andrews
secretary, and
city boards and offer suggesClarence Buhord.
tions to them for projects
or
three-member
The
Beer
policies that could be initiated to
Permit Board is composed of
aid in improving the community.
W.D. Frizzell, chairman, CharAccording to Mr. Frizzell the
les Vaughan, secretary,
and
various boards perform many
W.E. Reese.
functions such as to promote
Members of the Board
of
better human relations, instiEqualization are M.A. Garrison,
gate and enforce zoning laws,
chairman, and Paul Cloys and
plan and approve
public imM.T. Warren.
provements, locate housing for
The Perpetual Care Cemedisplaced
persons, promote
tery Board is composed or W.F.
better social and economic conBurnett Sr., chairman,
and
ditions for all citizens, proW.B.
Charles H. Adams and
mote
industrial
expansion,
Crenshaw.
strive to create more
Jobs
The Board of Housing Apand finally make the city a more
peals is made up of Dr. W.N.
beautiful place in which to live.
Carpenter, chairman and L.C.
J. Vernon Verhine, who has
Nichols, Glenn Houston, Lowell
served on the Union City MuniLynn and John Howard.
cipal-Regional Planning ComThe Housing Relocation Commission for the past
25
mittee is made up of Tom Jeryears
and who has become
nigan, Paul
Hudgins,
Dora
the cites
senior
commitCaldwell and the Rev. E.E.
tee member, stepped down from
Keyes.
his position earlier this month.
Serving on the HousingNeeds
Active members of the comCommittee are Carl
Timm,
mission
are Tom Jernigan,
Mrs. Mayme Palmer, the Rev.
Charles H. Adams, Thurman
E.K. Keyes and Dr. C.D. GoodSage, Mrs. Joe Pittman, John
win. A fifth member is expectGreen, Cloyce Jones, Robert
ed to be named to this board in
Cultra, Carl Timm and G.B.
the near future.
White Jr.
Heading up the Union City
On the Industrial DevelopPark and Conservation Board 115
ment
Board Chairman Tom
James L. Rippy, Jr.,
and
Elam has resigned and Hardy
serving with him are Tommy
M. anthem has been named to
Thompson, James W. White,
succeen him. Other members of
W.P. Burnett Jr. and Johnny
the board are J.T.
Vaughan,
Fowler.
Carl Timm, Dave Shatz, R.C.
Rev. Richard
Clark
The
Reynolds, W.P. Burnett Sr.
recently resigned as chairman
and James W. White.
of the Union City Housing AuthHeading the city's
Biracial
ority and no one has yet been
Committee is
Fenner Heathnamed to take his place. Memcock.
Other
members inbers are Paul Hudgins, E.W.
clude Sam C. Nailing, Carl
Casey, E.W. Finch Jr. and
Timm, Morgan Sedberry, Earl
Al B. Strayhorn.
Johnson, Paul Sanders, Mrs.
Members of the Union 'City
Mayme Palmer, Glynn
SlayElectric Power Board
are
ton, Mrs. Sally Freeman, Mrs.
Hugh Scudder, chairman, and
Frances Latimer, Dr.
J.V. Verhine, W.B. Robinson,
C.D.
Goodwin, the Rev. E.K. Keyes
B.C. Cox and Tom Elam.
and the Rev. W. Clinton Haynes.
Members of the Union City
Advisory Committee are the
01-140°SIGNS
Rev. Scott W. JohnsOn, chair"Your friendly Used cow dealman, and
Roosevelt Bowers
er." Dayton meat market.
James Lee Thomas, Clara Mai
"We chop our own suey.- a
Island, Joe
Thompson, Dr.
Chinese restaurant in Akron.
David Parks, Charles Whitby,
"We stand in front of our
Russ Martin, Mrs. James Thomas, E.R. Harton, Frank Philbrake jobs." Garage in
lips, Leroy
Coshocton.
Perryman, Jere
Doss, Jimmy
Haskins, Mrs.
"We hake a pay as you glow
Sara Cummings and Ruby Holplan." Sandusky bar.
mes.

Lone Oak 81
Wingo 50
•

Lone Oak notched its 13th victory of the campaign Friday
night by trouncing the Wingo
Indians 81-50 in a one-sided cage
contest.
The Purple Flash jumped Into
an early lead-and their margin
mounted as the game wore on.
Coach Jack McKinney used 12
players in the contest.
Hollis Hughes paced the Purple Flash with a 22-point performance, followed by Steve
"Rooter" Roussell with 14 points.
Bobby Fisher led the Indians,
who have won only four games
in 21 outings, with 14 points,
followed by Ronnie Wiggins
with 13.
Lone Oak led in field goals
30-21. The Flash hit 21 of 34
from the charity stripe, while
Wingo went 9 for 10 at the line.
The win gives the McKinneymen a 13-7 mark for the season.
law Oak
is 43 a ,_
61
is a 37 ."
wheat
LOSS OAS 110-Nughee 22. Goode
5. Parall 4. Seagair 13. Minter 5.
Saiskatt L Ilassall 14. Hamlin 3.
Ameba 3. Harmed S. Waggoner 2. Garnett.
WINO° C50-Plate 14. J. Was=
2. Wiggins 13, Pemba 5. It Wilson
▪ Jones 3, Yates 5, Zia. Osborne,
latiagati. Snag
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Pineville Woman Is
Teacher Of The Year
FRANKFORT, Ky.
Mrs. Flossie S. Slusher, who began teaching in 1942 with an
emergency certificate, Is the
state's 1968 Teacher of the Year.
Mrs. Slusher, who teaches the
eighth grade at Harmony Elementary School in Pineville,
was informed of the honor Friday by Supt. of Public Instruction Wendell P. Butler.
Seven years after she began
teaching, Mrs. Slusher enrolled
at Union College in Barbourville. She continued to teach,
and attended class on Saturdays
and during the summers. In
1953, Mrs. Slusher was awarded
a B.A. degree and in 1967, she
received an M.A.
Silas Goodin, principal of the
school in which Mrs. Slusher
teaches, noted that "one of the
qualities that never ceases to
amaze me is the ability Mrs.
Slusher has for involving so
many students in so many dif-

Good advice: Have your muffler and heater checked!
•••
MINOR POINTS: Why does
that stupid cigarette smoker walk
a mile through rugged country
to get his favorite smoke and
then buy only one pack?. .
How come 'we can photograph
the moon close up but can't
esen get one recent picture of
Howard Hughes?. . .I969's
award for togetherness must go
to Fred O'Donnell and Frances
Brady. widower and widow, of
Boston, who are marrying.
together they have 23 kids!
•••

ferent learning activities
through the natural gift she has
of motivating children."
She also was honored recently
by the Pineville 4-H Council for
25 years of service to that youth
program.
Mrs. Slusher's husband is superintendent of Bell County
schools.
OUR. READERS'WRITE:
Gene Gasiorowski says nothing
can lick you faster than a lack
of luck. . .Don Frankel &sets
that when he was a child, his
family got a warm welcome on
mosing into a new community:
"They burned our house to the
ground". ..A1 Musser defines
man as the animal that sends
himself to the moon when he
can't soke the traffic problems
insolsed in getting him foe
miles to work and back...
Romain Brandt cooking tip:
You can improse the flasor of
salt by sprinkling it on a thick
steak!

FARMING FRONTIERS
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THE FUNNY PAPERS
DIES EN ROUTE TO
WORK: MAN HOSPITALIZED. -Headline in Greencastle,
Ind., Daily Graphic.
[he hunt plane is capable of
launching and retries ing helicopters and small pets while
airborned. -Albuquerque
Journal.
New Larking Lot at Palmer
High. -Headline in Anchorage
Daily Times.

Pate 4

ODDS AND ENDS
WICHITA, Kan. -Brace
Kerney, whose new 'Histiry
.
en
of the Old West' has just bcf
published, admits that his research for the book turned tip
some little known stories of the
region's heroes and villains.
For instance, it's not generally known that outlaw Frank
James, when asked if he had
anything to say before he was
hanged, turned to the hangman
and said, "Why don't you keep
your trap shut?
krs O'Neth.
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THE FUNNY PAPERS
A 22-year-old Warwick man was
Jecapitalized when he struck a bridge
while riding atop a box car.-Noewick (Conn.) Bulletin.
The Bushes pulled up roots and
returned to Williamsburg.- Virginia
Gazette.

Sunday buffet,
Holiday Inn,
11 a. m. until 2 p.
All you can eat.
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TO BURNETTE TRACTOR CO.
TUES. NITE
FEBRUARY 25
7: P. M.
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SPECIALS
ONE-HALF BARBECUE CHICKEN

1

With Home Made Smoked Barbecue Sauce. Tossed
Salad, Baked or French Fried Potatoes

CATFISH DINNER
WRY FRIDAY NIGHT
Baked Potatoes or French Fries
Slaw — Hush Puppies
$175
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Atheist Objects to
Prayers in Space
The first three men ever to
journey to the moon and back
have been receiving well-earned
acclaim from people all around
the world. Medals and honors
. have been heaped on them—and
the world still marvels at the
fantastic skill with which the
mission was planned, prepared,
• and performed.
. When the Apollo 8 astronauts,
orbiting the moon, read from
the book of Genesis the account
of the creation of the world, millions of their fellow-Americans
were impressed—and pleased.
It was an unexpected and most
welcome affirmation of faith
on the part of the three men who
had We prayers of a multitude
of the citizens of this country
with them on their historic interplanetary voyage.
According to Mrs. Frank Borman, wife of the commander of
. the flight, "Frank wanted people to understand that this is
the good earth. When they read
the book of Genesis it was their
7 massage to the world. They
wanted to bring people together."
Flying around the moon, which
the Bible tells us God set "in
the firmament of the heavens
to give light upon the earth,"
the astronauts gave recognition
to the Creator who had made
the planets among which they
were traveling.
A Far Cry
It was a far cry from the comment of Yuri Gagarin, Russian
cosmonaut who declared, after
orbiting the earth, that be had
not teen God.
But there was one well-known
person who was not pleased.
Mrs. Madelyn Murray ()glair,
who has been carrying on a personal fight against God
for
years, announced that she would
complain to the National Aeronautics and Space Administration and start a mail campaign
against prayer in space.
Having been successful in taking the required reading of the
Bible out of the nation's schools,
is she now going to attempt to
rule God out of the limitless
. space of the universe?
This may prove to be too much
even for the redoubtable—and
up to this point, successful—lady
atheist.
Not many Americans will
agree with Mrs. O'Hair that "it
was a tragic situation on a scientific venture, that something of
this nature shoukt have been
brought in."
Most of us still believe that
"The heavens declare the glory
of God and the firmament showeth His handiwork."
Thasidubsess
Most of us agree with Mrs.
Anders, wife of astronaut William Anders, that "giving thanks
is one course from which we
never graduate."
The astronauts' wives and families can be thankful that the
unprecedented mission has been
successfully completed and that
the three courageous and dedicated men have returned to their
homes.

mortgages, from leases to taxes.
The purpose of the Act is to
protect the serviceman from undue
financial pressures, partly out of
concern for him as an individual,
partly out of concern for military
morale.
The Act does not go so far as
to wipe out his obligations. If it
did, merchants would be leery of
giving credit to anyone subject to
the draft.
But the act mies allow a court to
either reduce or postpone those
obligations, often until after the 01
returns to civilian life.
By and large, the relief to be
granted lies within the discretion of
the court. As a rule a court will not
help a serviceman whose troubles
are not really due to his military
status. Thus:

GI and His Debts
When a young man is inducted
into military service, he must leave
behind much that he cherishes: his
home, his job, his sweetheart. But
what about his debts? May he leave
those behind?
III proper circumstances, he may
indeed. Under the Soldiers' and
Sailors' Civil Relief Act he may be
relieved of all sorts of obligations
—from installment contracts to

The American people can be
thankful that it was our countrymen who scored this great
achievement and again earned
Use respect of the world.
And Mrs. Madelyn Murray
O'Hair can be thankful that God
is more tolerant of her than she
is of Him.

ing the Army. Furthermore, he was
earning as much money as a soldier
as he had as a civilian.
Under these circumstances, the
court decided to let the dealer take
back his furniture.
On the other hand, a GI will
usually be protected if his problem
is service-connected, even though
this means shifting some of the
burden onto his creditor.
In one case a soldier was named
defendant in a damage suit growing
out of a pre-induction auto accident. Although the soldier was
unable to appear in court, the plaintiff insisted that the trial should go
ahead anyhow—since the soldier
could present his defense by written deposition.

A furniture dealer v.ent to court
to repossess some furniture from a
soldier. The soldier promptly objected, claiming the protection of
the Civil Relief Act. However, it
turned out that he had defaulted
on his payments long before join-

STEAK

Keep Your
Shirt On
RICHMOND, Ky.
Former Gov. Keen Johnson
while visiting in Wyoming, no
Uced this sign over a hotel registration desk: "After 10 a.m.
ring bell, then keep your shirt
as while I at TOY vaws.'on."

Sunday buffet,
Holiday Inn.
11 a. m. until 2 p. m.
All you can sat.

New York's Idlewild airport,
renamed the Jobs F. Kennedy
International Airport in 1983
opened on July 1. 1948.

CENTER CUT

SIRLOIN
OR BONELESS

The store that
cares about you!

TOP ROUND

$/08

SUPER RIGHT
14T0 16 LB.

SUPER RIGHT BONELESS

LB.

SMOKED

HAMS
OR SIRLOIN TIP ROAST
SHANK PORTION

LIMIT ONE

Kraft Miracle Whip
Or
Ann Page Salad Dressing

WHOLE HALF OR BUTT PORTIONS

steak-Cub
Super Right Whole Or End Piece

at.
Ikifl; Jar
Miracle }
Whip
Shad
....)

APPLES

"d
Radishes
00,.
Kale
Yellow

Super Right 12 0, pki

$1.08 S iglus Freaks
too,. 834
Turkey Driest

Lb

494

LLS.D.A. Grade A

Pkg.

La 794

"Lib

FIESTA BEb MEINTESIthE
CREAM
STYLE

FRUIT
COCKTAIL

8c
28c
iL:' 6n

6 0,Pkg.

I resh

5c

LI.
BAG

Cap.' John

U.S.D.A. Frozen

11*

RED ROME

Lb ..$1
18

Super Right

Slab Imam
Lb 5Y; Rotisserie Roast
Chicken Livers...5 `o'ob $1.99 Breaded Shrimp

With This Coupon
Miracle Whip or Ann Page
Salad Dressing: Quart Jar 29c.
Limit One of Choice with this
Coupon and $5.00 purchase or
: more — Goad at ASP thru.
SATURDAY, FEBRUARY
v.\Limit One of choice with Coupon and $5.00 or more Purctiall
(

A.

LB. 594

,

T Bone Or

GOLD CORN

OR
14 01

KETCHUP
YOUR CHOICE

Bag

Onions 10
Florida
/ Oranges
doz.38c

5

17 OZ.100
CANS

00

-SAVE

COMET CLEANSER

WHITE POTATOES

35t-

BATHROOM

Chormin Tissue
JIFFY

Cake Mixes

PRICES
EFFECTIVE
THRU SAT.
FEB. 22ND

2

4 ROLLS
PKGS.

AND FROSTING
MIXES

PARAMOUNT

14-0Z.
CANS

Chili OR Tamales

85c
10C
89.c

BOX

3

300 SIZE
CANS

HELD OVER
by popular request!

PORCELAIN
FINE CHINA

-SAVE10t-

WHITE
OR PINK

GRAPEFRUIT

CHEER

IVORY

DETERGENT

LIQUID

don't miss this FINAL
OPPORTUNITY to complete your
set at Bonus Value prices'
While they lost...
THIS WEEK—LAST CHANCE FOR
BONUS VALUE SAUCERS

1 PINT 6 OZ.

5
LI. BAG

48

3-LB. 10Z.
10/ OFF LABEL

SAUCERS

—SAVE 144—
PI•nt•iion Wild

5 Lb.

Ann Page

$1
Rird Seed "` 304 Pork N lemur' AAA
We are closing Saturday night at
55$ P•pcora 21-"" 35$
Cherry PI.
8:00 p. m.at our Lake Street location.
COLLEGE INN
We Will Be Closed All Day Mon. CHICKEN
& NOODLES RE41101.11S WRAP
25 FT.
We will Open Tuesday, Feb. 25th
1J-ALEIR.
HEAVY
DUTY
At Our New Store Located Al
TO OUR CUSTOMERS:

lane Parker

450 MEARS STREET

ASP

JANE PARKER

- Saxe 104-

39, 294,
ROLL

39c
SAVE W

Page 5

But the court decided to postpone the case, refusing to put the
soldier at such a strategic disadvantage.
Admittedly, the postponement
was hard on the plaintiff. But the
court said that if the nation can
demand sacrifices from the men in
uniform, it can also demand sacrifices from those who remain behind.
As Americas Bar Association public service feature by Will Ilerneni.

SHOP

TEST FOR
FOOLPROOF FISH COOKERY
Most homemakers overcook
fish and seafood.
So say the results of research
conducted by Booth Fisheries,
the world's largest producer and
processor of frozen fish.
'10% of women who dine out
order fish or seafood," say company spokesmen. "But they-often
produce unpalatable results when
they prepare fish at home. This
discourages them from serving
it to their families as a regular
meal."
Properly cooked fish is succulent, tender and flaky. The
secret is to begin early in the
cooking period to test for doneness. Remove the fish from heat
as soon as the flesh flakes easily
when touched with a fork. This
may be anytime from six to
twenty-six minutes after cooking
begins.
Most package instructions tend
to encourage overcooking. warn
Booth authorities. The only way
to be sure your family will eat
fish at the peak of perfection is
to test and test again.
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Purchase Area Grain,
Soybean Shortcourse
Scheduled For MSU

More and farmer, Mayfield, will prethan 100 Western Kentucky agri- side at the morning session,
cultural officials and farmers, while Holmes Ellis, mayor of
are expected to attend a day- Murray and manager of the West
long Purchase Area Grain and
Dark Fired Tobacco
Soybean Shortcourse at Murray Kentucky
Association, will preside during
State University March 6.
afternoon program.
Six grain production areas will the
be discussed during the meeting, The program is sponsored
scheduled to begin at 9:30 a.m.i jointly by the Department of
in the assembly room of the Uni- Agriculture at Murray State UniBy JIM PIIYOlt
versity's Applied Science and versity and the University of
Agricultural Agra
Kentucky Extension Service.
Technology Building.
Illinois Control Railroad
agricultural
Browning,
Wilmer
RIMING ...
economist at the University of
Kentucky, Lexington, will disWHEN AND WHY
cuss "Economics of Grain Production in Lower Price SituThere are several reasons for
ations." He will be followed by
reliming, among them being inEmerson Jones, specialist in
adequate applications in the past
herbicides. Paducah, who will
to meet soil requirements,
discuss "Chemicals for Best
erosion, leaching, crop removal
Weed Control."
and the application of acid formFRANKFORT, Ky.,
ing fertilizers.
John Ragland, chairman of
Revitalization of LP gas safety
Inadequate applications !nay
the Department of Agronomy:
codes formed the basis for disbe due to liming by guess rather
UK, will lead a discussion or
cussions undertaken here by
than test. Also, when the col"Crops Research Geared to
state fire prevention officials
leges of Agriculture or ExperL
Farm Production," just prior to
and members of the L P Gas
mere Stations change their
lunch.
community.
method of evaluating liming
The afternoon sessions will
needs — for example, inclusion
Principal topics considered
open with "Double Cropping Exof the alimina factor — the need
were ways and means of eduperiences" with John Watts,
based on soil tests may jump
cating dealers and suppliers
area agent in field crops, Fuldramatically. When Ohio includthroughout the state in safe storton, and Charles Martin, Hicked this factor in evaluating limage and transppration of L
man, leading the discussion.
ing needs, many soils showed a
(bottled) gas at d proper instalThey will be followed by H. M.
requirement of two or more
Young Jr.; Christian County
lation of L P gas appliances.
times that found under the older
farmer, who will report on "Notests. This will require more
Sub-committees formed to
Tillage, Christian County Style."
study before wide applicaticsi of
study the problem will report
S. H. Phillips, extension spethis method can be used, but
back to the committee at its
cialist with the UK Department
should be kept in mind for the
next scheduled meeting in Frankfinal'
the
lead
will
future.
Agronomy,
of
fort Feb. 5. 'The first order of
Erosion kisses — whether by
discussion, "Grain Varieties to
business to be considered at that
water or wind are greater under
Choose for 1969," in a session
meeting will be a condensation
continuous cropping for example,
scheduled to start at 2:30 p.m.
of information now appearing in
continuous corn — rather than
Drive Hilliard, grain specialist
numerous pamphlets under a
in a four or five year rotation
single cover, facilitating easy
which includes grasses and
Receipt from wool sales
normally represent 15 to 25 per
legumes. One state reports a loss
reference for the dealer and
cent of the gross flock income.
of 221 pounds of calcium and 87
supplier.
of
In spite
these inherent potenpounds of magnesium per year
T. F. Miller, sales, service and
by erosion in a soil continuously
tial advantages, a wool fleece
distribution supervicor in the
in corn with a 4% slope. This
receives minimal care on many
farms.
compares with a loss of only 96
family-operated Miller's Bottled
Careless flock management
pounds calcium and 29 pounds
Gas Co. of Bowling Green, was
may substantially reduce a
magnesium in the same year
elected to chairmanship of the
under a corn-wheat-clover rotavaluable marketable 'wool clip.
Wool fibers grow continually
committee during its first meettion. In a continuous cropping
system, it is a very profitable
during the life of sheep. lf they
ing.
practice to leave crop residue or
are not shorn wool lengths of 20
In evaluating future goals,
apply manure This greatly reinches or more may be reached.
State Fire Marshall Billy D. WilSheep do not shed as do hair
duces erosion loss.
liams, said that organization of
bearing animals, although porLeaching occurs by percalethe committee represents "a
tions of the fleece sometimes
lion of nutrients down through
real step forward" in meeting
break. These soft spots are
the soil. The amount of plant
caused by illness or fever during
L P Gas safety problems.
food lost through this process
the lambing season.
varies with the fertility and pH
"Members of the committee
Wool fiber is solid without a
levelly, cropping system followhave shown a great interest in
central passage contrasted with
ed, and the amount of rainfall.
the problem and have expressed
hair. The outer layer is comA soil with high pa will lose
their desire to work diligently
posed of cuticle cells which almore than one that is law in
toward a solution which can
low fibers to hold when spun
soluable calcium and' magesiurn.
only serve to further both the
into thread. Wool fibers are
Then naturally, increased rainindustry's potential and the safecrimped and have many folds
fall or irrigation on a given field
ty of all persons concerned."
which allow 20 to 25 per cent
will excellerate minerals carstretch.
ried away through tile or natural
Wool is a very porous thermal
underground streams. Tests conconductor thus makes ideal in.
ducted in one state showed
sulating material. It is fire releaching occurred to a dept of
sistant and will not maintain
about six feet in older, weathered
flame. During the winter season
soils.
here are a few helpful suggesIt should be remembered that
tions that might be useful in
soil should betested in each
maintaining a high quality wool
rotation or in case of continuous
clip.
cropping, tests should be made
Construct feeders so hay,
on a regular schedule of three
Area swine specialist Gordon
grain or other vegetable mato five years.
Henshaw of Bardwell today said
terial will not contaminate
Always try to get the agriculhe believed the hog cholera
fleeces. Control pasture growth
ture limestone application into
of plants that produce soft or
which resulted in the loss of 357
the soil. It just doesn't move
hard burrs. Maintain dry bedhogs in Marshall County can be
freely into the plow layer.
ding conditions during confined
confined to the farm on which
winter months to eliminate
it occurred.
HIGH QUALITY
stained fleeces.
"Once the veterinarians move
One of the most important facWOOL IMPORTANT
in — and they have done so in
tors in producing a high quality
this case — the disease usually
fleece is the ewe feeding proAGRICULTURAL PRODUCT
can be isolated," said Henshaw,
gram, A well balanced ration
lof the University of Kentucky.
should be maintained, especially
High quality wool is an imagricultural extension staff.
before and during lambing seaportant agricultural product
son.
Henshaw said, however, that
Wool fiber is one of natures most
he did not know whether the
useful natural materials.
Collins hogs had been "moved
around," and that, if they were,
this could be a factor in whether
cholera is a threat in the area.
The Marshall hog owner, Ernie
Collins, reported the outbreak
after 57 of his hogs died last
week end. The animal diagnostic
laboratory of the Department of
Agriculture at Hopkinsville made
tests, diagnosed the hogs' ailment as cholera and ordered
Collins' other 300 hogs destroyed.
Collins will be paid for the
hogs that were destroyed; the
cost amounts to about $7,000, according to the Department of
Agriculture in Frankfort.
Henshaw urged farmers In the
vicinity of the Collins farm to
keep a close watch on their hogs,
and to immediately report any
sign of mass sickness.
Hog owners are not paid for
hogs that dies of the disease —
only those that are diagnosed
as victims of it and are dePrinting done with fresh, new design
stroyed in compliance with official Department of Agriculture
ideas can make your brochures and cataorders.
Henshaw said that cholera
logues say "Look at me." See us for
mainly is spread from hog to
hog, but that it might spread in
creative printing services.
other ways. He said people who
have been on the Collins farm
should pay special attention to
their herds.
Henshaw said he knew of no
Call 472-1600 — 472-3412
proof that starlings, grackels
and we'll be right over to
arid other members of the blackbird family transmit cholera
figure the cost with you
from herd to herd, but that they
might do so.

LP Gas
Safety Code

Fulton, Ky,
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Educational Farm Will Open
In Land Between The Lakes
GOLDEN POND, Ky.
An educational farm with a
"Jack," a "Jenny" and of
course, a -Daisy," who comes
complete with a milking stool,
opens in Land Between The
Lakes Saturday.
"Jack" and "Jenny" are
donkeys and "Daisy" is a darkeyed jersey cow. All are part
of a menagerie in residence on
the new "see and touch" farm
located within the new 170,000acre recreation area's Conservation Education Center.
Named Empire Farm, it covers about 125 acres of grassy,
rolling hills which slope down to
the shores of Lake Barkley—tht
western boundary of the 40mile-long peninsula being developed by TVA in Western Ken-

tucky and Tennessee.
It will be open from 9 a.m. to
5 p.m. daily.
For city-bound parents of fouryear-olds who ask why and
where milk, eggs, and corn
come from, the objective of
Empire Farm should be apparent.
"A number of children have
never been exposed to these
animals," says Empire's manager, Ed Veazey, a conservationist who recently graduated from
nearby Murray State University
and joined the TVA staff.
".lust by showing them a.
cow and telling them she gives
milk which can be made into
butter and, of course, ice cream,
we u -n let the child know they
didn't come from plastic containers in a grocery store.

"For the adults, the farm can
bring back some fond memories
and make us realize we are dependent not only on factories but
on other lilting things," Veazey
said.
There is more to the menagerie than Daisy and her two
calves for the student groups
and children who come to the
farm.
Goats, chickens, a mare named "Beauty," a pony, sheep,
geese, rabbits, -an active bee-

hive, and a rambunctious mule
named "Kate," are included in
the farm family.
"We hope to shear the sheep
here and take the wool through
the entire process of making
cloth," Veazey says.
More activities are planned
this spring when the weather
warms and the planting season
begins. A wide variety of crops
will be planted in small plots
to give the children a chance to
see corn, tobacco, wheat, cotton

Barrow Show,Carcass
Contest Set March 7
MURRAY. Ky., Feb. 15—Thelevaluated on the basis of presannual Western Kentucky Bar- ent-day pork demands by the
public.
row Show and Carcass Contest, consuming
Dr. Charles Chaney, associate
sponsored jointly by the Kenprofessor of agriculture at the
tucky Department of Agriculture university, is director of the
and Murray State University, day-long program. He is being
will be held Saturday, March 7, assisted by Arlie Scott, also an
at the A. Carman Judging Pa- associate professor of agriculviliort on the university's farm, ture at Murray State, and Roy
one mile west of the campus. Skinner, of the Production CredMore than 125 members 44 it Association office at Mayfield.
Future Farmers of America The hogs, all raised by partichapters and 4-H Clubs, in ad- cipants in the show, will be
dition to Interested adults, will brought to the farm on March
be competing in the judging 8, Dr. Chaney said, and penned
events, scheduled to start at 9 for the judging events.
a.m, and open to any producer Trophies, provided by the Kentucky Department of Agriculin the state.
All hogs shown will be slaugh- ture, will be awarded at the end
tered during the day through of the day to the producers of
special arrangements with the the winning carcasses.
Reelfoot Packing Co. at Union Lunch will be served at the
City, Tenn., and their carcasses pavilion at noon.
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DERBY RESTAURANT
West Parkway

Phone 472-1271

Fulton, Ky.

SPECIALS FOR THE WEEK
SERVING 4 PM -12 PM
Monday Evening: CHICKEN CHOW MEIN $1.85
Served for two, 50c extra)
Tuesday Evening: FRIED CHICKEN LIVERS,
CREAM GRAVY — $1.50
Salad Bowl — Choice of Potatoes
Wednesday—Evening: HALF BARBECUED
CHICKEN — $1.50
Assorted Salads-French Fries or Baked Potatoes
Thursday Evening: COUNTRY HAM HOCK $1.00
WisiteBeans, Colo Slaw, Corn Cakes
Friday Evening: THE ORIGINAL DERBY FISH
FRY — All you can eat $1.25
For Childen 75c
Saturday Evening: STEAK NIGHT!
Sunday Evening: BROILED 16 Oz, WHOLE
LOBSTER
THE ABOVE ARE OUR SPECIALS —
Every Night the Derby menu offers a wide
variety of American and Chinese foods

AMMO

DO IT NOW with
SOUTHERN STATES FERTILIZER

Cholera
On Farm

New Designs
Get Most
Attention

Thursday, February 20, 1969

Get Up To
10 Bushels More Corn
per acre by plowing down your
Southern States Fertilizer now. With
nutrients down deep, your crop makes better
use of both fertilizer and moisture.

Put More Grow-Power
in Grasslands
with a top-dressing or complete feeding
of Southern States Fertilizer. Look for
increased tonnage as well as
higher feeding value.

Make Small Grains
Yield Big
by applying Southern States Nitrogen, liquid
or dry—or complete Plant Food. More tillers
and more grain heads are among the benefits.

Fulton News

See your SOUTHERN STATES COOPERATIVE Agency kti
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IVERS,

ALL TYPES income tax returns
prepared. Wher you like. Thirty
years experience. Wilford Bostick,
316 Carr, rear; 472-1547, Fulton.

CLASSIFIED

HELP WANTED, SALESMAN
GOOD MAN OVER 40 for short
trips surrounding Fulton. Man we
cant is ssorth up to 818,500 in year,
plus regular cash bonus. Air mail
H. B. Dickerson, President. Southwestern Petrolemum Corporation,
Fort Worth, Texas 76101.

DETAILED DUPLEX PLANS,
EXCELLENT FOR HOME AND
INCOME, Fully Guaranteed $35.00
Check's To; Phil Minton, Building
Consulant P. 0. Box 186, Dyer,
Tennessee 38330.

USED FURNITURE 1
BARGAINS
2-Piece living room wits
$20.
Refrigerator
$15.
Spool bed, hill size
$4.
Set of 2 end tables, one coffee
table, matching blonde,
all for
- ....... $12.
Set of 2 and tables, on• coffins
table, matching mahogany
finish
all for $15.
Gas range, good shape
$30.
Good 7-drawer kneehole desk
antiqued in green
Chrome dinette, formica top,
4 chairs
$20
from $5.00
Odd Divans
.
Bed springs,
$5 each
Linoleum rugs, regular, 79c
yard; vinyl, $1.10 yard, cushion
floor, $2.10 yard.
Come in and browse around; we
have lots of bargains not advertised!

Vulton, Ky.

MAINTENANCE
Carpentry, light plumbing, cement work, dry wall installation
and general maintenance.

Call Bob, 479-1413

AS BOOKS PILE IN SO DOES THE WORK—At the
State Department of Libraries during a peak month
about 2,000 requests for books are processed. Mrs.
Opal Heightchew, Eminence, circulation clerk, and
Mrs. Lucy W. Chapman, Frankfort, director of the
Reference and Loan Division, open the daily mail and
fill requests from Kentucky's 20 regional libraries.

—FIFTH ANNUAL SALE—

I

UNION CITY, TENNESSEE
Sale will be held 5 miles North of Union City on Highway 5 to State
Line Road. Then West 1 Mile at the C. A. Loftus Farm.

FRIDAY, MARCH 7, 1969— 12:30

Selling

TAX RETURNS PREPARED
Individual, Farm, Business
•••

JONES TAX SERVICE
472-1223

12 BULLS — —65 FEMALES
OBION COUNTY ANGUS ASSOCIATION

200 East Drive, Fulton

For Catalogues: Write Charles Cannon
P. 0. Box 6, Fulton, Ky. 47041

Furniture Store
Phorw 472-3421

The Help
Plays Golf
HONOLULU
— Inter-Island Resorts, operators of several hotels in Hawaii, and the
International Longshoremen's
Warehousemen's Union have
signed a new 21-month contract.
One of the fringe benefits provides the hotel employes with
the free use ef golf courses—and
golf carts.

Page 7

Here's a sewing tip. Sometimes a zipper tape in a cotton garment will shrink and
look puckered after the garwashed
ment has been
Avoid this by soaking zipflat
them
drying
pers and
before stitching into a cotton garment.

BELMONT, N.C.
Piano students at Sacred Heart
College will be able to practice
without
jarring
neighbors'
nerves.

SOMETHING TO SELL
OR
A SERVICE TO OFFER?
If you knocked on 17 doors in
the Fulton trade area every day,
for the next year, you will visit
the same number of homes as
read this page every week.

REGISTERED ANGUS

Thursday, February 13, 1969

Silent
Practice

ATTENTION TYPISTS!!!
— SPEEDWRITING —
(ABC Shorthand in 6 weeks)
BRUCE
Business Institute
308 Popular — 587-4911

HOME

WADE'S USED
Ftileon

Colder's "Man"
Alexander Calder's sculpture
"Man," a 67-foot, 46-ton nickel
stainless steel stabile created fat
Expo 67, has been given to the
city of Montreal by International
Nickel. Composed of 3,280 feet of
stainless steel sheets, 102 strips
and 4,000 bolts, the largest work
is.
et toe 1 viiuwneti as ulpioi
permanently displayed in a park.

The women's college in Belmont has installed a $9,000 music laborytory with 13 pianos
electronic:.11y rigged to muffle,
amplify or direct the music.
The rigging allows a student
to practice without disturbing
others and at the same time
hear what she is playing.
She can switch in to a master
unit to hear the teacher or the
teacher can sw;tch in to hear
her playing.

WILSON MOTORS
North Parkway - By Pass
Phone 472-336?

CATTLE SALE
LATTUS ANGUS FARM
Tuesday, March 4. 1969
At the Lattus Farm on State Line Road and Highway 309

SALE STARTS AT NOON
—OFFERING —
2 Cows with Calves, 25 Bred Heifers, 28 Open Heifers and 10 Butts

1

FOR INFORMATION SEE OR CALL

CHARLES LATTUS
Phone 236-7555

Hickman, Ky.

//1•••••••••••••
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Meet The
Cand
idat
es
This Week We Feature...

HELP A YOUNG MAN WITH
YOUNG IDEAS BE THE NEXT

$1.00

SHERIFF
or
FULTON COUNTY

( FISH

Your Vote And Support Is Solicited By

HENRY (Dobber) CALLISON
OLE

Subject to Action of Democratic Primary May 27, 1969

•••••••

HARRY N. BUSHART
CANDIDATE FOR
MAGISTRATE
SECOND MAGISTERIAL DISTRICT
SIXTEENTH CIVIL DISTRICT
ELECTION SATURDAY. MARCH I. 1969
Your Vote S Influence Will Be Appreciated

Re-elect

wide
xis

RALPH GRAVES

NOV

MINIMIPM111111..

VOTE FOR

HENRY

To The Citizens
Of Fulton County
I take this means of announcing

andidate I or

State Representative—

STATE REPRESENTATIVE
FIRST LEGISLATIVE DISTRICT
(Fulton, Hickman, Carlisle, Ballard Counties)'
— DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY —

myself as a candidate for

First District

May 27, 1969

SHERIFF

BALLARD, CARLISLE, HICKMAN. FULTON

YOUR VOTE AND INFLUENCE APPRECIATED

SUBJECT TO DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY — MAY 27. 1969

of

(Paid for by Henry Maddox acting as his own treasurer)

FULTON COUNTY
Re-elect

VOTE FOR

and to earnestly solid your vote and influence on

my behalf.
I was born and raised in Fulton County
and
if elected to the
position I seek. I will assure you that all people
equal basis by myself and those who work with will be treated on an
me.
I present myself to the voters of this County as
Christian. I do not drink myself, but do not condemn a sober, just
those who do.
At present I am employed at the
plant in Hickman. I am not in a financial position to Carborandum
quit my Job and devote full
time to seeking this office. I will maks every effort
to
contact every
voter before election day.
lam married to the former Shirley McCollum and
we
children. One son. Douglas. 8 years old, who is in the third have two
Hickman Elementary School and one daughter. Faith. whograde at
is two
years old.
I am a member of the West Hickman Baptist Church,
Hickman
Lodge 761 F&AM and president of the Chemical and
Atomic Worker 3-861 Union.
Any support and influence you feel you can give
me will be
greatly appredated.

RALPH PUCKETT
MAGISTRATE
16th CIVIL DISTRICT

OBION COUNTY, TENNESSEE
Your vote and influence appreciated

Vote For

Nelson D.(Corky) Hill
FOR SHERIFF
FULTON COUNTY
DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY

HENRY "Dobber" CALLISON

May 27 1969

Subject to Action of Democratic Primary
MAY 27, 1969

I WILL APPRECIATE YOUR VOTE AND SUPPORT

-

Fulton County
Judge of the Fiscal Court

wnymon c. SMITH
SH ER I

Ralph Puckett Announces
For Magistrate
Ralph Puckett. a popular young
businessman of the South Fulton
area today announced that he will
seek re-election to the post of Magistrate in the expanded area of the
old 16th Civil District of Obion
County, Tennessee.
Mr. Puckett, serving his third
year in the office, is seeking one of
the five offices to be voted upon in
the March 1 special election necessitated by the reapportionment of
Obion County.

num\ cot ATI-

Elect Your Friend
ELECT

James C.'Buck" Mims

GEORGE F.
SOMERFIELD

Fulton County Judge
DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY

KEEP A GOOD MAN IN PUBLIC OFFICE

OBION COUNTY, TENNESSEE

Election March 1, 1969
Vote For A Man Who
Knows Government Affairs
Best Fitted For The Office
VOTE FOR

TOT WALDON
FOR

State Representative
Fulton, Hickman, Ballard, Carlisle

ill

JUDCE
FULTON COUNTY
Ilkeieavatie Prime., May 27. 190

Counties

JAILER
FULTON COUNTY

The old 16th district was allocated
three magistrates, but the allocation of a wider territory added two
more officials to the area.
Mr. Puckett the father of two
children, told the News that he was
vitally interested in serving this
area in order to bring about greater
progress and development in the
fields of education, industry, good
roads and good moral climate for
the community.
"As a young man with a family
and a business I feel that I have a

.li.• Primer,. Ma, 27. NW/

MAY 27, 1969

Magistrate 16th Civil District

Re-elect
BAKE
NTON

DEMOCRATIC PRIMARY

May 27, 1962

JOHN REEKS

)MAAAAAAAA"A""AMAA"""AA"A"A"A"

Vote For

James E.(Friday) Cagle

ADDOX

real stake in what happens in our
area. I am willing to devote my
time and energies to tiring alrut
these necessary projects for progress."
Mr. Puckett. the D-N oil distributor in this area is a graduate of
Murray State University, a Navy
veteran in the Korean conflict, and
a To-Fmer school leiarfin—Fulliin
County High School.
He Is manic& to the former
Shirley Sloan, %Om teaches in the
Full sn School system, Mr. Puckett
has served with C. D. Jones, another prominent Tennessee businessman and Sonny Puckett, who
recently resigned the post when he
moved to Fort Lauderdale, Florida
to make his home.

Democratic Primary, May 27, 1969
Vote For A Man Who Aporeciates Your Vote
Vote For A Man Who Needs Your Support

Re-elect

C. D. JONES
Magistrate 16th Civil District
OBION COUNTY, TENNESSEE

Special Election, March 1, 1969
No Substitute for Experience.

C D.Jones Knows Our Problems..
RE-ELECT

JOHN E. CRUCE
COUNTY JUDGE
FULTON COUNTY
Subject To Action Of Democratic
Primary, Tuesday, May 27, 1969
YOUR SUPPORT DEEPLY APPRECIATE)

PRINT

or

BACK PAGE BROW
Fulton, Ky.

Thursday, February 20, 1969

Fresh Lean
U. S. CHOICE
HEAVY CORN FED

SIRLOIN
STEAK

LB.990

PORK STEAK
LB. 490
§hile db BACON LB. 590
LB- 490
PORK ROAST
PORK CUTLETS LB. 590
Fresh

OUR VERY OWN 'Th. . . Lb. 49c

PORK SAUSAGE

Reelfoot

Reelfoot Sliced

DIXIE BACON
Reelfoot

FRANKS

LB.

Whole or Half Stick

lb. 49c

2 lb. 99c RAG BOLOGNA
Houser Valley
12-oz. 49c

21b. 79c
PRIDE OF ILLINOIS

CORN

—AMERICA'S FAVORITE SHORTENING—

COCA-COLA
PEPSI

CRISCO

303 SIZE CANS

6 BOTTLE CARTONS
BIG CHIEF
18-oz.

PEANUT
BUTTER
22-oz.

PALMOLIVE LIQUID ea. 49c
Colonial 26-oz. Fresh Frozen

ea. 99c

COCONUT CAKE
JOAN OF ARC
.
46-oz.

16-oz. Cans

McCormick 4-oz. Box

BLACK PEPPER

TOMATO
JUICE

3 89 Jazz

box 39c

Jack Sprat 20-oz.

CATSUP

fOR

FOOD bag

DOUBLEI- SALMON-PINK
Joan Of Arc

ea.

303 Size

PORK and BEANS
2 Cans
29c
SHASTA DRINK All Flavors 28-oz. 29c
Kraft

$1.00

Fresh - Crisp - Green

VALUABLE COUPON

GOLD
MEDAL

RIRy mo
Each

FLOUR
WITH THIS COUPON
WITHOUT COUPON

03.

Good week of_ FEB. 20th
James and Sons

at E. W.
0 GoodVALUABLE
COlIPON
{6}.-11„

/

79c

_
$1.89 GRAPE JELLY 311•

3 for

Brand 25

DOG

NOVEL BLEACH . . . . Gallon 47c
HART'S PEARS
2 Vt Size Can
39c
WONDER CORN CAPERS Reg.39c Now 29c
MORTON FROZEN CHERRY PIES 20-oz. 39c
Pride
Size Cans
°JUNE
2 Cans 35c

SOUTH FULTON TENNESSEE

ECAMES AN0 SON
SUPER MARKET

No. 2 Size Cans

CHERRY PIE FILLING
ea. 49c

